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Abstract  
Big data and the mechanisms by which it is produced and disseminated introduce important changes in the ways 
information is generated and made relevant for organizations. Big data often represents miscellaneous records 
of the whereabouts of large and shifting online crowds. It is frequently agnostic, in the sense of being produced 
for generic purposes or purposes different from those sought by big data crunching. It is based on varying for-
mats and modes of communication (e.g. texts, image and sound) raising severe problems of semiotic translation 
and meaning compatibility. Crucially, the usefulness of big data rests on their steady updatability, a condition 
that reduces the time span within which this data is useful or relevant. Jointly, these attributes challenge estab-
lished rules of strategy making as these are manifested in the canons of procuring structured information of 
lasting value that addresses specific and long-term organizational objectives. The developments underlying big 
data thus seem to carry important implications for strategy making, and the data and information practices with 
which strategy has been associated. We conclude by placing the understanding of these changes within the wider 
social and institutional context of longstanding data practices and the significance they carry for management 
and organizations. 
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Introduction 
Big data is becoming a highlighted topic in IS, management and social science research. As the label itself indi-
cates, big data is commonly deployed to refer to large data volumes generated and made available on the internet 
and the current digital media ecosystems. But data volume alone would have never sufficed to encapsulate the 
novelty of the phenomenon (boyd an Crawford, 2012). Closely associated with large data volumes are the di-
versity of such data, the frequency by which it is updated and, more generally, the speed by which it grows 
(O’Reilly, 2012; Davenport, 2014). Taken together, these attributes are meant to give rise to large, diffuse and 
shifting data structures that challenge traditional techniques (e.g. database and server technologies) and practices 
(e.g. statistics, accounting, professional classifications) with which large data volumes have hitherto been dealt. 
A heated and often cross-disciplinary debate has emerged over the last few years on the opportunities and chal-
lenges these developments posit for organizations, communities and individuals.  
Part of this debate concerns the exact nature of this data, its origin, private or public, and its individual or social 
implications (e.g. Bollier, 2010; Ekbia et al., 2014). But much research has as well been directed to the implica-
tions big data carry for businesses. LaValle et al. (2011), for instance, viewed big data as an extension of busi-
ness data analytics. They recommended its inclusion to existing strategy practices to extend traditional informa-
tion sources about the business environment and enable the organization to remain competitive by responding 
promptly and continuously to market disruption or change. McAfee and Brynjolfsson (2012) underlined the 
opportunities big data creates with respect to improving specific activities such as customer relationship man-
agement, while Davenport et al. (2012) and Oestreicher-Singer and Zalmanson (2013) described opportunities 
for new business models predicated on data analytics and social data (user data on social media platforms) re-
spectively. Varian (2010) offered examples of economic transactions in fields like transportation, advertising or 
contracting which benefit from the information provided by big data and highlighted its importance in making 
short term economic predictions (Choi and Varian, 2012). In all these accounts, big data is claimed to have a 
significant impact on the ways firms and organizations assess, analyze and address environmental trends.  
More recently, Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2014) described big data as a new and advanced stage of digitization. 
Combined with existing layers and data techniques, big data provides the premises for combining information 
across sources and applications, and developing a range of innovative services (see also Varian, 2010). On this 
view, big data enables the development of new intangible assets, and contributes to the competitive strategy of 
an organization by enabling the development of innovative services (e.g., new services based on social or trans-
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action data offered by companies such as Facebook, Google or Amazon). A similar claim is put forward by Dav-
enport (2014) suggesting that organizations may derive value from combining big data with other types of pre-
dominantly internal data, often used in the context of business analytics. While highlighting various impacts that 
big data may have on organizations, the issues these authors raise indicate that big data reshapes the means and 
operations through which information becomes available for decision makers in organizations. In this regard, big 
data is linked to the context of organizational intelligence and strategy, and how organizations perceive, assess 
and act upon their internal and external environments. We focus on this changing context of strategy and investi-
gate how it might be reshaped in the presence of big data. 
Traditional models and tools in strategy require the collection and use of predefined data. Strategy is based on 
the use of information derived from data collected through systematic and purposeful processes that address 
specific information needs of the decision-makers and improve accuracy of prediction of future events. Standard 
strategy texts describe well-defined measures and indicators that once calculated are supposed to provide input to 
specific financial or accounting models. In turn, these last offer estimates of specific performance measures of 
other financial indicators, depending on which strategic decisions are made. Recently, the evidence-based man-
agement movement (Rousseau, 2006) reinforced this approach by emphasizing the need to draw on systematic 
evidence in strategy and management, and collect data driven from theoretical models’ requirements. This ap-
proach is meant to test the validity of propositions in specific contexts, which in turn is expected to improve 
organizational performance and raise competitiveness. Thus, existing strategy literature assumes that structured 
(often quantitative) data is intentionally collected to inform specific models and provide predefined input to the 
decision making process (Pfeffer and Sutton, 2006). A number of systematic and relevant data collection meth-
ods (e.g., market research tools and statistical models of inference, classification or management accounting 
systems) are commonly used to support strategy in modern corporations. 
Such standard, prescriptive models of strategy are emblematic of traditional, mainstream assumptions concern-
ing organizational intelligence and how organizations address their environments (for the recent debate in the 
field see Priem et al., 2013). For these reasons, we deal only in passing with other theories of strategy with less 
prescriptive undertones such as strategy as practice (Jarzabkowski et al., 2007; Carter et al., 2008) or emergent 
strategy (Mintzberg, 1991). At any rate, ours is not an alternative theory of strategy. We use standard approaches 
to strategy as a means of showcasing how the developments associated with big data erode the very ground on 
which widely diffused models of decision making associated with strategy as prescriptive game rest. The central 
place of strategy in our paper is motivated by the fact that big data is commonly presented as a context within 
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which business opportunities or other sources of change in the environment, such as new social trends, can be 
identified  (George et al., 2014), and these are traditional and standard concerns of prescriptive approaches to 
strategy. Contrary to what is commonly advocated in the current burgeoning literature on big data, the develop-
ments associated with big data challenge many of the canons of standard, prescriptive approaches to manage-
ment and strategy. Much of what comes under the heading of big data is not collected intentionally (Varian, 
2010), it is haphazard, hugely heterogeneous, and, not infrequently, trivial, messy and agnostic (Anderson, 
2008), as it happens with much user generated content and data logs of various kinds.  
Big data can be made business relevant subsequent to its collection but such relevance may not straightforwardly 
derive from the original data records. It is important therefore to make clear that such data cannot often be used 
as a direct input to strategy making. Its by and large unstructured or miscellaneous nature fits uneasily with the 
existing strategic tools and methods, and the maxims derived from them. This raises a number of challenges in 
the contexts in which these tools and methods are drawn upon to support business objectives or other purposeful 
interventions (public or third sector organizations). In order to address and exploit big data, existing models and 
tools based on predefined data collection will need significant modification, if not replacement. For example, the 
constant updatability big data affords enables real-time responses (known as nowcasting) that involve sophisti-
cated algorithms dealing with dynamic datasets and requiring the developments of new indicators as well as new 
forms of graphical or visual representation that support sense making under conditions of rapid and shifting 
environmental change. In other cases, such as those occasioned by social media platforms, the generation of 
large amounts of social data reconfigures the relationship between an organization and its surrounding constitu-
encies (Oestreicher-Singer and Zalmanson, 2013). In such contexts, social-platform users become producers of 
information and consumers of services based on the information they themselves produce, as shown by recom-
mender systems and personalization services.  
These observations indicate that the issues big data raises for strategy are part and parcel of a wider change that 
transcends the nature and business usage of big data and concerns organizations as social entities. Whatever the 
attributes of big data, these are closely associated with the mechanisms or processes by which big data is gener-
ated and made available. It is therefore important to emphasize that in a great deal of circumstances big data is 
produced by a hugely heterogeneous user base, actively through user generated content or indirectly through 
various kinds of data logs and tracking devices. These mechanisms of big data generation and sharing challenge 
the technical, expertise based models by means of which data practices and organizational intelligence have 
developed over long time. Big data is different data, thanks to it being generated by social and organizational 
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arrangements that vary substantially from the technical models and expertise structures that have traditionally 
been deployed in organizations. Internet and social media users do not often belong to the organizations or net-
works to which they contribute data. They are not members of these organizations (at least not in the ordinary 
sense) nor are they commonly utilizing meticulously worked out data models or practices (marketing or account-
ing procedures, professional classifications) for data generation, as Facebook, Flickr, YouTube or other social 
networks show. Big data owes much of its distinctiveness to the mechanisms by which it is generated and the 
messy or trivial everydayness these mechanisms help install at the heart of the processes of data generation and 
use. In this regard, strategy making is part and parcel of a wider context of social relationships that are shaped in 
ways that tend to redefine organizational membership and boundary maintenance, and ultimately modes of pro-
ducing data and consuming data-based services.  
The paper is organized as follows. Next section presents an overview of research in strategy making in order to 
assess the role information is assumed to play in standard models of strategy making and describes the properties 
of information used. This is followed by an account of the distinctive profile of big data and the social arrange-
ments or mechanisms that make big data different from canonical sources of information, used in purposeful 
action in general and strategy in particular. We subsequently move on discussing how the developments associ-
ated with big data challenge some of the fundamental assumptions on which data and information have tradition-
ally been generated and made relevant for strategic purposes. We identify important implications for strategy 
making, highlighting specific changes in the context of strategy. In the final section, we assemble the key claims 
of our paper and outline some wider implications of big data for management and organizations that to a signifi-
cant degree run counter to the prescriptive role accorded to big data by the burgeoning literature on the subject.	  
 
The role of information in strategy making: An overview 
 External, internal information sources and competitive strategy 
Industry competition has been the focus of research for a large number of strategy scholars. Schumpeter (1934) 
described the dynamic market process through which firms compete in a “perennial gale of creative destruction,” 
and depicted a disequilibrium leading to shifts in market status quo. Since then, researchers have investigated 
competitive actions taken by leaders and challengers in the market, focusing on different aspects of the process 
such as competitive dynamics (Ferrier et al., 1999) or hypercompetition (D’Aveni with Gunther, 1994). These 
studies underline the importance of sensing the environment, by collecting information on market dynamics and 
competitors’ activities, in order to maintain or improve the market position of a firm.  
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As a means to building and sustaining competitive advantage, traditional strategic planning techniques and tools 
focus on the analysis of the external environment and the identification of the firm’s strengths and weaknesses in 
relation to it. Well-known models for analysis of the business environments have originated from the field of 
industrial organization (Caves, 1964), which takes a positioning view of strategy, such as Porter’s five forces 
model (1980; 1985). The positioning school has had strong influence on strategy making since it provides its 
philosophical outlook, logical justification and the guidelines for data collection and use (Gavetti and Rivkin, 
2007). 
A number of strategic tools, still used frequently and offering more detailed analysis of the industry, have been 
developed. Examples include competitor analysis, which provides information to the firm on its main competi-
tors and allows it to predict their behavior; strategic group analysis, which provides performance comparisons 
for firms with similar business models or similar combinations of strategies (Newman, 1978; Porter, 1980; 1985; 
McGee and Thomas, 1986) also SWOT analysis (Learned et al., 1965). These tools provide a “snapshot” of the 
industry environment under consideration, offering a static picture at the moment data is collected. The data is 
each time collected based on the requirements of specific quantitative measures, defined by theory as representa-
tive indicators of different environmental characteristics (e.g., market share, Herfindahl index for market concen-
tration). These indicators entail a simplified representation of the business environment and provide information 
then used in strategic decisions. The fundamental assumptions behind these strategic tools derive from models of 
industrial organization and the neat, simplified picture such models convey about the conduct of firms and eco-
nomic agents. For example, it is assumed that the firm’s main objective is to maximize profits, with the key 
competition dimensions involving cost minimization and product differentiation (Porter, 1980; 1985).  
The strategic fit to the external environment is also the main focus of strategy researchers who view the firm as a 
collection of resources, bundled together by a specific governance structure (Penrose, 1966; Wernerfelt, 1984; 
Peteraf, 1993). Ownership of a superior resource is considered a critical source of competitive advantage (Bar-
ney, 1986). In this respect, the internal view of the firm is relational. While predominantly focusing on the inter-
nal relations of the firm, this view still draws on key assumptions of theories of industrial organization, high-
lighting the importance of the firm owning heterogeneous resources vis-à-vis its competitors. Know-how and 
other types of idiosyncratic tacit knowledge or long formed IT capabilities (Lim et al., 2011), are typical exam-
ples of resources that can create and sustain competitive advantage in this context.  Information technologies can 
be a valuable resource when combined with co-specialized assets or used in business partnerships (Melville et 
al., 2004). ?
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The internal view underlines the need to collect data on business activities and performance indicators in order to 
identify reliable signals of efficient processes and mechanisms. Internal data is combined with external data from 
the environment, enabling the firm to identify new business opportunities and exploit its superior resources. 
Many firms have historically created business intelligence units to collect data and calculate departmental per-
formance based on balanced scorecards and use of key performance indicators that are expected to reveal 
through reliable information sources specific organizational capabilities or identify weaknesses. Recently, a 
number of researchers have underlined the need to use evidence-based management, and especially the devel-
opment of indicators derived from theory, to increase the validity of the measures and the reliability of the data 
(Pfeffer and Sutton, 2006). 
The focus on industry dynamics and firm’s unique resources have been central in the analysis of strategic infor-
mation systems impact, especially in the context of a network economy characterized by competition in volatile 
environments, high speed technological change, and uncertainty (Castells, 2001; Merali et al., 2012). A number 
of sophisticated methods and tools have been developed, enabled by the ever increasing processing capacity of 
information technologies, to support strategic planning (e.g., decision support systems, enterprise resource plan-
ning, business intelligence tools). These solutions address specific information needs; for example they reduce 
transactions costs (Malone et al., 1987; Ray et al., 2013) by improving coordination of transactions with other 
business partners (Lajili and Mahoney, 2006) as well as supporting the governance of transactions within organi-
zations (Ciborra, 1993; Cordella, 2006). In particular, scholars highlighted the importance of information tech-
nologies in relation to opportunism and operation risks as well as coordination risks (e.g., Clemons, 1993; Cor-
della, 2006). 
Despite the undeniably important developments of information technologies providing opportunities for much 
improved information provisioning, some major challenges still remain, especially in the domain of business 
intelligence. First, the uncertainty surrounding strategic planning activities is still prominent since exogenous 
change of discontinuous status cannot be predicted. Most of the forecasting models use a backward looking 
approach and are based on historical data in the form of time-series that enable the calculation of specific theory-
derived and validated measures and act as indicators of an environmental trend. Data is collected in discrete time 
intervals, e.g., annually, monthly, weekly. Second, the use of business intelligence output in strategic decisions is 
sometimes problematic because of the unreliability of data sources. Despite the theoretically validated nature of 
the measures or quantitative indicators, the lack of reliable data may counterbalance the benefits from their use 
in strategic decisions. As one example, the majority of investment decisions seem to be made based on under-
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estimated costs and overestimated expected benefits from the project (Shollo and Constantiou, 2013). Third, 
existing measures are not always the appropriate indicators of emerging environmental characteristics or trends 
(e.g., value co-creation) or intangible parameters (e.g., intangible benefits such as improving the corporate 
image) which need to be included in the assessment of an investment decision (Shollo and Constantiou, 2013).  
These theories from the positioning school and the internal view of the firm underline the need for several sour-
ces of information necessary to strategy making. Among these sources figure market share and concentration 
indicators, competitor information, consumer market information and information derived from financial and 
accounting statements. As a rule, information of these kinds is static, periodically updated and by and large spe-
cific and structured. None of these theories focuses however on the detailed processes by means of which these 
sources of information are used, combined and interpreted to become relevant to strategic pursuits. For this we 
have to turn to other, or more recent, theories of strategy. 
 
Routines and dynamic capabilities as mediating structures  
Firms are not just placeholders of resources but social units as well, marked by several characteristics that filter 
and mediate information about the internal and external environment. Evolutionary economics originally formu-
lated by Nelson and Winter, puts specific emphasis on organizational routines conceived as crystallizations of a 
firm’s experience (1982; 2002). Routines are treated as building blocks of organizational capabilities (Dosi et al., 
2001). On this view, the firm’s search for business opportunities is mediated by the routines that represent the 
codification of learning from experience directing attention to local or known events (Nelson and Winter, 1982). 
In this respect, routines can be viewed as institutional mechanisms that store experience and govern attention to 
internal and external stimuli. Observed environmental cues and information, collected to provide input to stra-
tegic choices, are thus closely associated with the firm’s routines.  
Building on the internal view and the notion of strategic fit to the environment, researchers have investigated 
growth strategies through the concept of dynamic capabilities (Teece and Pisano, 1994; Teece et al., 1997). Dy-
namic capabilities include cognitive skills and organizational processes which are very difficult to imitate. Re-
cently, Teece (2007) described dynamic capabilities as the capacity  ‘(1) to sense and shape opportunities and 
threats, (2) to seize opportunities, and (3) to maintain competitiveness through enhancing, combining, protecting, 
and, when necessary, reconfiguring the business enterprise’s intangible and tangible assets’ (1319). Information 
flows from both internal and external sources play an important role in dynamic capabilities and their strategic 
use. The three types of dynamic capabilities described by Teece underlie strong intentionality, as the firm selects 
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from the business environment opportunities compatible with its capabilities, in an attempt to achieve ‘best fit’. 
This approach suggests that the scanning of the environment is based on collecting data with the purpose of 
finding the optimal fit between the firm’s capabilities or routines and the characteristics of the environment.  
Teece (2007) identified specific processes of sensing market and technological opportunities in the business 
environment, for example, processes to tap suppliers and complementors’ innovations, or processes to identify 
customer related opportunities. These processes are influenced by the organizational structure, as well as the 
members’ capabilities and knowledge. According to Teece (2007), discovery and creation are grounded on the 
organizational (collective) processes but also depend on individual capabilities and personal extant knowledge. 
The governance structure supports the collection and use of information in strategic management; organizational 
processes are in place to collect and filter information, while hypothesis development and testing in relation to 
the meaning of information should be done by top management (Teece, 2007). Next, dynamic capabilities for 
seizing opportunities are required for the firm to sustain its competitive advantage. These involve investment 
decisions. Literature on investment decisions and finance offer a number of models and rules that provide guid-
ance for project selection (e.g., discounted cash flows, payback periods and risk assessment models). These 
models are populated by data derived from systematic information processes that feature expert knowledge and 
rules, and professional classifications. 
Some researchers view the business environment as an ecosystem in which the firm should collect and use in-
formation from all partners, when sensing the environment for new business opportunities and seeking input to 
its competitive strategy (Iansiti and Levien, 2004). As the unit of analysis shifts from the industry to the business 
ecosystem, the need for research to identify business opportunities transcends local conditions and spans over the 
core and the periphery of ecosystems. The underlying complexity of the ecosystem requires more sophisticated 
approaches to discovering and exploiting business opportunities. This raises a fundamental problem in the use of 
existing techniques and financial tools that cannot capture the complexity of ecosystem relations and the value of 
co-created future actions of the firm with a range of suppliers or customer groups (Pitelis and Teece, 2009). 
Some of the most popular tools, such as net present value (NPV) and return on investment (ROI) are based on 
simple measurements that provide information on specific dimensions of a project, like return on investment or 
the present value of future cash flows. Another challenge is that the data required from existing financial tools to 
provide an accurate result are not readily available, (because it involves aggregate data using different sources – 
an example is when measuring returns on co-created activities by more than one firm, compared to the single 
source used previously).   
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The current research agenda on strategy highlights the role of managerial cognition in interpreting the envi-
ronment and shaping strategy (e.g., Gavetti and Levinthal, 2000). An organization’s sensors select information 
from the environment and channel it to the managers. The information only becomes meaningful after interpreta-
tions through the lenses of specific mental representations and values of the managers (Gavetti and Rivkin, 
2007). According to Gavetti (2012), managerial cognition plays an important role in identifying cognitively 
distant business opportunities, which should be matched with organizational capabilities, and are then expected 
to lead to superior performance of the firm relative to its competitors who may not be able to see these oppor-
tunities because of lack of the necessary cognitive skills, e.g., analogical reasoning. Eggers and Kaplan (2013) 
have underlined the pivotal role of routines as the main building blocks of capabilities that are linked through 
managerial interpretations to specific strategic choices. 
Overall, these theories do not entail or prescribe new sources of information, even though they occasionally 
underline the need for extending traditional sources of information, as is for instance the case with business eco-
systems (Drnevich and Croson, 2013). They view the firm as the main actor, either adapting to or shaping the 
business environment based on its capabilities and the managerial cognition to sense and seize opportunities. 
Most of research in this area underlines the prescriptive conclusions that firms need to develop more efficient 
routines, and build on their capabilities to exploit new business opportunities by combining internal information 
with external information of the competitive environment. This, in turn, can be achieved by efficient application 
of theoretical models and tools and expert knowledge that by and large feature top-down processes of strategy 
making. 
 
Anatomy of Big Data 
Data practices and mechanisms of data generation 
Do the trends associated with big data make any difference to the problematics of strategy outlined above? As 
indicated in the introduction, much of the literature on the subject assumes that big data can be recycled into the 
usual apparatus of strategy making and used to enhance and occasionally expand traditional techniques of de-
signing new products and services, and planning, measuring and controlling organizational outcomes. Such a 
view assumes that big data is similar (more of the same) to data that firms and organizations have traditionally 
drawn upon to formulate and implement strategies. To some degree, such an assumption is warranted. Part of big 
data derives from traditional sources that have been rendered interoperable. Even where big data is different in 
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the sense of being unstructured, it is assumed that it can be made relevant to firms and organizations through 
various operations of tidying and systematizing  (O’Reilly, 2012).  
We argue, however, that the developments with which big data is associated establish a new and distinctive 
context for data generation and use. In many cases, big data represents no more than haphazard user-generated 
content or default recordings of people’s whereabouts in social media, internet sites or other contexts of social 
life that are digitally recorded (e.g., Facebook “likes”, blogs, YouTube video uploadings, RFID sensors, CCTV).  
Masses of data of this sort flow daily to social networks, corporate databases and other data repositories (IDC, 
2011; Schmarzo, 2013). In providing details about user behavior, part of this data can certainly be used to moni-
tor contracts and develop personalized services, as Varian (2010) suggests. It can also be drawn upon to chart the 
flow and availability of people and resources within the bounds of a system (e.g., firm, platform or network, city, 
health care system) in ways that allow meaningful interventions. A close look, however, at the mechanisms by 
which big data is generated and shared suggests a qualitative change of the context in which data collection and 
use intended to serve strategic goals have traditionally made sense. Such a change is not immediately evident 
and demands considerable effort to unravel. 
In the traditional context of strategy (and organizational governance), data collection and use have, as a rule, 
taken place along well-trodden paths and by means of established and expertise-based practices that served par-
ticular corporate purposes such as control and accounting, finance or marketing. But even within the wider con-
text of society, data have been collected along deliberate and premeditated paths that addressed specific informa-
tion needs of the state, professions, trade associations and other economic agents (Porter, 1995; Desrosières, 
1998). In most of these cases, data collection and use occurred via the deployment of established systems (e.g., 
accounting and auditing, statistical records), classifications and categories, and topical (theme based) or alpha-
betic data organization schemes (Bowker and Star, 1999; Rosenfeld and Morville, 2002). In other words, data 
generation and use have always been bound with one or another form of expertise through which selected facets 
of reality have been singled out for measurement or monitoring. Organizations continue to find it important to 
uphold these purposeful and systematic techniques of data gathering, in which data has always been part of some 
wider cognitive structure provided by categories, classifications or other cognitive placeholders such as alpha-
betic and thematic data schemes.  
Technical, computer-mediated models of data gathering and management (e.g. databases) introduced important 
innovations to these established and expertise-based categories and schemes (Rosenfeld and Morville, 2002), 
some of which we deal in some more detail below. Suffices here to say that within the normal space of organiza-
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tions, computed-based models of data collection, generation and use continued, by and large, this systematic 
tradition by encoding carefully engineered data fields (along which data was entered, stored and processed) that 
responded to the functional demands of the contexts within which they were deployed. Some of the trends big 
data signifies may be compatible with these established and expertise-based methods and techniques of data 
generation and use. Yet, others such as user generated content, tagging and other forms of social data are prob-
ably not. It is not evident how masses of haphazardly generated data that reflect trivial and passing concerns of 
large and diffuse user crowds can be made relevant for business purposes and, if so, by what processes of data 
reduction and aggregation.  
Obviously, in the current context dominated by computer technologies, even the most haphazard data collection 
needs an underlying technical infrastructure of data fields, data structures and architectures through which data 
are captured and stored. However, it makes a difference, and a rather important one, what types of data such a 
system admits. By the same token, it makes a great deal of difference whether data is gathered through a care-
fully laid out cognitive (semantic) architecture or, by contrast, is captured and stored without such a plan and on 
the assumption that it may be variously used a posteriori. This is a fundamental difference that Weinberger 
(2007) captures by the terms “sorting in the way in” versus “sorting in the way out”. “Sorting in the way in” 
implies a clear structure and information architecture of data collection whereby data is ordered and its location 
fixed once-and-for-all at the moment it enters a system or data infrastructure. “Sorting in the way out” entails the 
capacity to meaningfully categorize and assemble unstructured and miscellaneous data and information that have 
been gathered or generated on loose premises. It thus seems to us worthwhile to have a closer look at the changes 
which big data introduces to the prevailing traditions of data collection, generation and utilization supposed to 
address organizational needs in terms of strategic intent. 
 
The profile of big data 
If big data were just a matter of data volume and diversity as well as speed of data growth, it would have most 
probably continued a long tradition of data collection, generation and use, and the statistical methods and tech-
niques by which large and diverse data volumes have been dealt with (Beniger 1986, Porter 1995). There is, 
however, something qualitatively different in the developments associated with big data that tends to be ob-
scured by the ways the relevant issues are framed in the mushrooming literature on the matter.  
To begin with, much data produced and stored in current digital ecosystems represent a hugely heterogeneous 
spectrum of transactions or behaviours. Such data is the result of haphazard behaviour of user crowds (much user 
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generated content) or is motivated by very generic purposes (such as logs or CCTV records, Facebook “likes”) 
on the assumption that it may become useful or relevant at a later point, and usually at an aggregate level. It 
seems important to us to disclose how aggregation, by which big data is intrinsically connected, works. As the 
term indicates, aggregation is concerned with big lumps of data. It therefore implies a transition from particular 
data records to whatever patterns or relations can be extracted out of large data pools that accrue by means of 
lumping up individual or function specific data tokens (Chen et al., 2012). In such a context, data of this sort 
(e.g., a Facebook user’s “like” or Google logs) often has little value as individual or specific data pieces. 
It comes therefore as no surprise that aggregate records deliberately displace or otherwise sketchily represent the 
specific conditions or context within which what is recorded makes sense. Context simplification is certainly an 
attribute of all standardized and aggregate representation (Desrosières, 1998; Ekbia and Evans, 2009). Yet, such 
an attribute is strongly reinforced by the massive, vastly heterogeneous and, crucially, agnostic nature of default 
recordings. The same holds generally true for user-generated content whose specific or contingent character is 
abstracted away in the huge records in which content is registered and aggregated. The ways by which such data 
is simplified make it scarcely relevant for the ordinary contexts in which it occurs and where the value of infor-
mation is strongly tied to its specificity (Ekbia and Evans, 2009). It can be recycled to such contexts but only on 
the basis of some similarity or other generic (decontextualized) attributes that emerge as the outcome of aggrega-
tion and the comparison and clustering aggregation affords. In other words, aggregation tends to trade context 
specificity for generality, an issue that becomes increasingly trickier the greater the heterogeneity and context 
embedment of the original data are. 
Second, and as a consequence of the above, data thus amassed escape the systematic nature of professional 
classifications and other methods of recording, measuring and assessing human efforts, such as those entailed in 
accounting or auditing systems (Bhimani and Willcocks, 2014). Formal systems of ordering represent an ap-
proach to record keeping, classification or measurement characterized by high observational selectivity that is 
supposed to serve particular projects or purposes. In bookkeeping or statistical records, for instance, data entry 
takes place along well-trodden paths and according to standard rules and procedures. Such carefully engineered 
data records have been the longstanding outcomes of professional definitions and longstanding cumulative learn-
ing based on practical problem solving. In an analogous way, classifications are made of categories that are the 
outcomes of professional definitions (e.g., medical or legal records) resting on longstanding empirical observa-
tions, scientific developments and pragmatic compromises (Desrosières, 1998; Bokwer and Star, 1999; Bowker, 
2005). No matter how much or how often formal systems of ordering and calculation can be bent, worked 
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around or otherwise manipulated to serve specific interests, they exemplify a very different approach to data 
gathering than the current trends we have been outlining.  
These techniques have been abundantly used in traditional marketing strategies that more than any other manag-
erial or economic field has ventured to deal with the diffuse landscape of daily habits, occurring in the contexts 
of domestic or public life. Traditional techniques of market segmentation have relied on standard criteria for 
category making such as age, income or life style. The loose criteria by which data is generated and stored in the 
internet and the current digital ecosystems have occasionally been designated by the term ‘folksonomy’ as a 
contrast to the taxonomic nature of classifications (Morveille, 2005; Weinberger, 2007). As opposed to the tidy 
nature of the latter, folksonomies entail the production of data out of the daily concerns, trivial matters and con-
tingent pursuits of online user crowds, as is the case for Flickr photo or YouTube video tagging. These develop-
ments signify a friction between expert-based versus lay cultures and, in this regard, introduce significant modi-
fications in longstanding traditions whereby data has been generated and used. 
Third, contemporary data repositories often entail data of various formats. Such formats often cross the border of 
alphanumerical systems that have populated organizations and shaped their management, and include varying 
cultural artefacts cast in the media of text, image and sound. This is far from trivial a development. What is often 
called unstructured data refers to data tokens other than alphanumerical. Traditional systems of data collection 
have been made possible through carefully crafted data fields, systematic data entry, enumeration, clustering, 
aggregation and processing. None of these techniques are directly transferable to big data, specifically big data 
qua social data. In several cases such as those represented by data logs, RFID records or aggregates of structured 
data (e.g. credit card transactions), some of these older techniques still apply. Yet these techniques become less 
suitable for capturing the nature of events that populate social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, 
Twitter or Google+. How is that daily updatable text mass (and mess) to be reduced, made sense of and used for 
specific purposes?  
The problem gets really intractable in the case of digital images that exhibit a different anatomy or semiotic 
composition and whose significance is bound to rise in the convergence space current technologies of computing 
and communication construct. Even though digital images can ultimately be reduced to bits and bites and dealt 
with computationally (Borgmann, 1999; Eco 2000; Manovich, 2001), it is important to recognize that their 
meaning cannot be thus controlled and manipulated (Kallinikos and Mariategui, 2011; Mingers and Willcocks, 
2014). An aggregate analysis of images and visual records in general (e.g., YouTube video content) posits for-
midable problems of relevance and meaning about which the debate on big data is virtually silent. Most of this 
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data is still accessed and treated on the basis of brief verbal descriptions known as metadata, e.g., a tag that de-
scribes an image. Yet the image and the tag (text) are very different cognitive and cultural artifacts (Kallinikos 
and Mariategui, 2011). An aggregation of titles, topics or any other attribute of visual records may offer an in-
spection or visibility of whatever attributes are thus measured. This inspection or visibility that literary theorist 
Franco Moretti (2005) calls distant reading may be variously useful. But it can scarcely say anything substantial 
about the content (that is, close reading) of individual or less inclusive aggregates of visual records.  
Fourth, much of what comes under the heading of big data entails data repositories or platforms whose value is 
intimately related to their constant renewal or updating. The quest for continuous data generation and constantly 
updatable data sources is immanent in the internet, its real time orientation and the instant or quasi-instant com-
munication habits that current digital ecosystems promote. Yet, what thus becomes updatable inevitably moves 
along a short time horizon the privileges the present at the expense of past and future. Such a strong focus to the 
present inevitably reframes the established time divisions (past, present, future) and the significance they have 
had on the planning and management of organizations (Kallinikos 2006, 2009).  
Taken together, the attributes of big data and the mechanisms by which it is generated and used bring important 
changes to entrenched paradigms through which data has traditionally been collected to serve the strategic objec-
tives of firms and organizations. Big data is not just data of any sort. The developments with which it is associ-
ated signal important shifts in the mechanisms of data generation and the nature or quality of data that such 
mechanisms generate. These developments, we suggest, have far-reaching implications for management and 
strategy making. It should make a rather stark difference whether data is gathered on the basis of a well-trodden 
cognitive architecture that serves preconceived organizational purposes and objectives or whether it is the data 
itself that is used to distill a posteriori an organizational plan, a purpose, a human intention, a service or a set of 
services. Let us now turn to the consideration these critical issues have for strategy. 
 
Big Data and the Changing Context of Strategy  
The ideas presented in the preceding section suggest that big data tends to be heterogeneous, unstructured or 
semi-structured and agnostic. It is also trans-semiotic, entailing different combinations of data formats and 
communication modes that extend beyond alphanumeric systems to include tokens cast into the media of text, 
sound and image. We also associated big data with a pronounced focus on real time events, which undermines 
standard premises of strategy making and challenges long entrenched cognitive and behavioural habits based on 
a linear conception of time and long-term commitments (Bhimani and Willcocks, 2014). 
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These attributes of big data and the social arrangements or mechanisms by which big data is produced suggest a 
more cautious approach as regards the relevance of big data for strategy and more widely the management of 
organizations. There is no doubt that big data may be variously drawn upon to assemble the big picture of phe-
nomena or dissect the behavior or attributes of large segments of population, such as spending habits of people 
in designated dates, hours or urban spaces, vehicle traffic patterns in cities or motorways.  Such data have not 
been easy to compile before and can be a significant input to strategy making, for example offering opportunities 
to develop new services or prepare policy interventions. To illustrate, business applications, which offer traffic 
monitoring services, build on location-based technologies and use data on actual traffic patterns (Brynjolfsson 
and McAfee, 2014). Similarly, new business opportunities based on data mining of consumption patterns in 
relation to particular places or events are being exploited in mobile business ecosystems (Clemons, 2009; Chen 
et al., 2012). In other contexts such as those represented by the management of cities, critical policy interven-
tions can be derived from the mapping of traffic and people across metropolitan spaces made possible by the 
developments that are associated with big data. 
In yet other cases that stand close to standard techniques of data generation, such as those represented by profil-
ing methodologies and recommender systems, big data may make important contributions to marketing strat-
egies (Davenport, 2014). Recommender engines are currently ubiquitous and can address personal needs by 
recommending potential consumption items, services, habits, experiences or persons (e.g., dating recommender 
systems) on the basis of an individual’s affinities to other users worked out algorithmically on the basis of mas-
sively available and constantly updatable data pools. Overall, such systems offer data on the basis of which stan-
dard segmentation strategies can be radically reframed, improved or even abandoned as audience behaviour can 
be tracked through logs and other actual, as opposed to assumed, choices (Aaltonen and Tempini 2014). Online 
retailers (e.g., Amazon) successfully use big data for several marketing purposes (Clemons, 2009; Davenport, 
2014). In yet other cases, data generated internally by means of routine operations can alone, or in combination 
with externally sourced data, be crunched through automated techniques of data clustering, aggregation, com-
parison and association, data mining and profiling, and used to suggest important patterns and trends in the ex-
ternal and internal environment of the firm or organization (e.g., Davenport et al., 2005; boyd and Crawford, 
2012; Davenport, 2014). Insurance companies draw on a variety of data to better design premium policies and 
enforce contracts (Ayers, 2007; Varian, 2010). Successful examples of this type of use of big data by businesses 
have been repeatedly described in practitioners’ reports (e.g., McKinsey or IDC). 
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However, the attributes of big data summarized above and the radically different social arrangements (internet, 
social media platforms) through which big data are generated suggest a more complex picture that challenges 
key premises of strategy as predictive game. 
 
Top-down versus bottom-up strategic decision process 
First, the top-down, deductive approach to data gathering and utilization, a cornerstone of standard and predomi-
nantly prescriptive ways of depicting sensible strategy making, is challenged. Many of the methods and tech-
niques of data crunching are strongly associated with bottom-up procedures of data processing that are supposed 
to (re)discover patterns in huge data masses. The overall scheme, which these methods epitomize, can roughly be 
summarized as follows: first data then search for any possible uses of what is already available as data (Ander-
son, 2008; Lee et al., 2014). An ad hoc, inductivist way of strategy making seems to be emerging as the outcome 
of the trends we are describing. This seems to undermine the foundations of predictive models of strategy mak-
ing based on the purposeful, deductive and ex-ante character of organizational intelligence and information col-
lection and use.  
As briefly indicated in our introduction, the top-down, deductive approach to strategy has been severely 
criticized by what currently goes under the label ‘strategy-as-practice’ (Jarzabkowski et al., 2007; Carter et al., 
2008). However, the challenge to strategy stemming from the developments we associate with big data is of an 
entirely different dimension and scale, occurring at aggregate levels that transcend the “nitty-gritty” practices by 
which situated decision makers make sense of locally embedded phenomena, tweak and fix data, descriptions 
and objectives. There is little doubt that specific organizations may need to work out the details, skills, practices 
and mindsets for capitalizing on big data. Yet, the overall picture cannot adequately be grasped by such context-
sensitive approaches. The developments we pinpoint are of a larger scale, framing attention and sampling events 
before reaching local contexts and they cannot therefore be dealt with the local, embedded processes of meaning 
making valorized by strategy-as-practice. Nor can they be accommodated by the behavioural models of manag-
erial cognition (Gavetti, 2012; March, 1999), the cognitive habits or skills of managers, and the routines to 
which these are tied.  
This pragmatism, as it were, of strategy cannot address the shifting business parameters introduced by big data. 
For big data epitomizes the move to de-contextualization par excellence. If anything, the trends we describe 
transcend local contexts of strategy making, inserting at the heart of the process of strategy making agnostic 
models of data gathering, featuring decontexualized, standardized, technology-driven ways of sense making. We 
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expect these shifts to have a profound change in those old and recent theories and models proposed in the stra-
tegic management literature that have focused on managerial cognition, understood either in rationalistic or be-
havioural terms (e.g., Gavetti, 2012) and that have overemphasized the role of executive managers in interpreting 
and using environmental information for making strategic choices. The new way information is generated, ag-
gregated and presented to managers will significantly alter the importance of their mental representations and 
more generally reframe the role individuals have assumed in the process of strategy making. 
The challenge big data posits to the top-down, deductive approach to strategy is closely associated with the 
mechanisms of big data generation. It might be useful to distinguish data generation from data use around which 
most of the current debate on the subject evolves. Certainly, the attributes of big data we summarized earlier 
(unstructured, heterogeneous, agnostic, trans-semiotic) do not fit well with the structured and relatively tidy 
sources of data used by traditional, prescriptive models of strategy. It is also important to recognize that these 
attributes condition what can be done by big data. But these, no doubt, crucial attributes are closely associated 
with the mechanisms by which big data is produced. It is diffuse and distributed lay actors en masse rather than 
experts or other kind of dedicated personnel that lie at the heart of big data generation. These different arrange-
ments and mechanisms lends big data many of its distinctive and also fascinating qualities. The circumstances of 
big data production are, in most cases, not controlled by organizations, nor are they subject to the widespread 
principles of expert rule on which data and expert knowledge have commonly relied. 
An interesting and dramatic reminiscence of these observations is provided by the ever-increasing volume of 
data in the form of images and videos that massive user involvement in social media platforms generate. Existing 
strategy models, tools and indicators cannot accommodate these data formats and genera. They simply have no 
use for data of this sort that traditional views still bound to the realm of amusement. Researchers in the field of 
strategy and management have not investigated how to analyze and use this data in a systematic way in strategy 
making. Yet, the richness of this data may offer new perspectives on social life and specific behaviours and thus 
enable in-depth understanding of market or social trends if analyzed effectively. For example, video recordings 
of people performing organizational activities are shown to be highly valuable for researchers in the field of 
managerial cognition, as such records are able to capture behavioural reactions and use alternative means of 
analyzing strategic decision-making (Connors et al., 2014).  However, current knowledge on how to use video 
data and images are far from developing robust models and tools for capturing the rich and dense information 
provided by this data.  
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Time horizon: Long term versus short term decision spans 
Secondly, as briefly mentioned above, data produced by means of the processes and operations we associate with 
big data results in the steady updatability of the relevant data sources (Kallinikos, 2006; 2009). User generated 
content changes every moment as users add en masse perpetually new content. Logs and similar records are 
modified continually as user crowds enter and exit websites and social media platforms. Under these conditions 
it is difficult to forecast future trends. To put it succinctly: the present is only fugitive while the past does not 
provide solid evidence for what is to come. Strategic tools geared to make long-term predictions based on stan-
dard statistical ways of inference do not work very well in these environments. For example, “likes” in social 
media platforms provide a live dataset that is difficult to use in traditional marketing tools, not least because it is 
challenging to represent such “likes’ in meaningful forms of sense making (e.g. visualization) of enduring value. 
The same holds true for the patterns constructed by recommender engines, as new user choices en masse (added 
transactions or purchases in a day) continually reconfigure the relations between older data items or persons.  
Updatability is, in this respect, a double-edged sword (Kallinikos, 2009). The adaptation to emerging conditions 
that updatable data enables reduces the purchase of older data descriptions and, not infrequently, speeds up the 
rate of their obsolescence. These short life spans of data generated under the conditions with which big data is 
associated challenge another cornerstone of strategy as depicted by standard wisdom: its long term commitment 
and capacity to make predictions that transcend the immediate present of real time and nowcasting. Real time 
orientation (nowcasting) may be particularly valuable for location-based applications or businesses where it is 
important to adjust constantly to the current market trends and habits of customers (e.g., fashion or music in-
dustry). But the focus on real time also undermines long-term planning, and reframes the trade-offs between 
short-term and long-term decisions (Bhimani and Willcocks, 2014; Choi and Varian, 2012). The distinction 
between operational (tactical) and strategic decisions relates to both subject importance and time length. Stra-
tegic decisions are based on data and information that supposedly describe enduring conditions of the internal 
and external environment of the organization. Strategic decisions are also assumed to hold for a considerable 
period of time or, certainly, beyond the immediate present. The trends we describe and the attributes of big data 
seem to us to provide enough of an incentive for rethinking these venerable distinctions. Big data both makes 
what is going on in the present variously relevant to strategic decisions and undermines the significance forecast-
ing has assumed in the traditional context of strategy.  
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Shifting premises of strategy making 
A number of other important observations can be made in relation to strategy making. First, the underlying as-
sumption that organizational routines and capabilities built on cognitive patterns solidify the firm’s ability to 
adjust to the environment (Gavetti and Rivkin, 2007) becomes problematic. For, the firm’s survival in the new 
environment is characterized by volatility conferred by the developments associated with big data. Second, in 
this volatile environment, where long term forecasts may be less relevant, the firm’s search mechanisms cannot 
be based on the application of a rational (optimization) approach as suggested by the positioning school in strat-
egy (Porter, 1996; Gavetti and Rivkin, 2007). Now, information ambiguity is bound to be pervasive. This also 
challenges most traditional strategy tools. At the same time, the evolutionary approach (Nelson and Winter, 
2002) which highlights the importance of local search (see, Cyert and March, 1963; Gavetti and Rivkin, 2007) is 
also challenged. Why? Because the dynamic nature of the environment does not allow for choices exclusively 
based on the success and reality test of past solutions, that is, learning from experience.  
Recent research on business implications of big data is caught in an enthusiasm of better understanding the busi-
ness environment through the means big data is supposed to offer (Davenport, 2014). However, existing strategy 
tools are not adequate for the interpretation of big data trends, especially when looking for new business oppor-
tunities. In a recent editorial on big data of one of the most prominent academic outlets in the management field, 
the authors praised the importance of data volume as well as the value of outliers possible to extract from such 
data volumes (George et al., 2014). On the view of the editorial, outliers can help identify the behaviours of 
people who drastically deviate from the average trends observed in big data. Given the data volume of big data, 
these outliers may include sizeable numbers and hence represent a source of a social or economic change with 
long-term effects on the business environment. Outliers then may form the basis for identifying new business 
opportunities in areas such as product innovation or new service development. However, the concept of ‘outlier’ 
is to a significant degree a technical (statistical) construct that makes sense against the background of a relatively 
homogeneous or standardized measurement that allows the distance from the average to be perceived, calculated 
and rendered socially relevant. The heterogeneous and unstructured nature of big data tends to make the concept 
superfluous or, in the best case, difficult to interpret. In other words, the outliers of big data aggregations result 
from miscellaneous data sources that involve a much wider range of abstraction and context simplification of the 
original data sources than is the rule otherwise. Outliers thus identified may be fabrications or not behave as they 
usually do in specific statistical distributions made of reasonably standardized observations. In practical terms, 
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and since it is not possible to trace or understand the specific context from where the data is extracted, any inter-
pretation of outliers observed in big data aggregations might ultimately turn out misleading.     
 
Table 1. The nature of data and information: standard context of strategy versus big data 
Standard Strategy Context Big Data-Digital Ecosystem 
Relatively Homogeneous Heterogeneous 
Structured Unstructured or Semi-structured 
Purposeful, Theory driven Agnostic, Haphazard 
Mono-semiotic, Alpha-Numerical Trans-semiotic (Text, Image Sound) 
Deductive, Top-down Inductive, Bottom-up 
Long-Term Horizon 
Forecasting 
Short-Term Horizon 
Nowcasting 
 
Table 1 summarizes in a simplified form the changes we have been describing in this paper. Standard strategy is 
still by and large predicated on an understanding of organizations that derives from the entrenched yet receding 
industrial paradigm of mass production (Fordism), clear and stable markets and identifiable client or consumer 
groups separated from these organizations by fixed and inflexible boundaries (Priem et al., 2013). Organizations 
such as Facebook, Wikipedia or Google do not simply address users. In some important respects, they are the 
users by which they are populated. In similar contexts, users and user crowds cannot adequately be understood 
on the standard model of consumers or clients. They are consumers or clients and network participants at the 
same time. In some important ways, social networks are constituted by the user crowds that populate them and 
the data these online crowds generate. This takes us to some wider big data issues we need to consider.  
 
Postscript on Big Data, Human Behaviour and Management  
Data practices and organization Forms 
The changes we describe and schematically depict in Table 1 are symptomatic of the contemporary digital eco-
system and the ways it allows daily and trivial concerns of users to enter institutional worlds via the Web, and do 
so on a massive scale. To some degree these developments can be viewed as signalling a transformation of con-
temporary economy and society. They are part and parcel of a much wider shift that makes everydayness qua 
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data imprints an intrinsic component of organizational and institutional life (Kallinikos 2006; 2009; Kallinikos et 
al., 2013; Yoo, 2010), and also a primary target for a range of commercialization strategies. The importance of 
these developments emerges against the standard organizational templates, whereby external and trivial concerns 
have traditionally been kept outside the operative bounds of organizations, via a range of solutions from physical 
architectures to rigorous admission procedures (Luhmann, 1982; 1993; Thompson, 1967; Zuboff and Maxmin, 
2003). Organizations have been bounded sites in which products and services have been produced via strict 
membership control but also sites of calculation in which data and information have been produced (and owned) 
by a range of specialized and expert-based operations from accounting to marketing (Bhimani and Willcocks, 
2014). 
Nowhere else are these trends better manifested than in the context of social media platforms and the huge 
amounts of trivial data they generate every day. As noted above, there is a large co-extensive territory between 
social data (i.e., data derived from social media platforms) and big data. The significance of traditional and in-
creasingly interoperable sources of information notwithstanding, the distinctive nature of big data is closely 
associated with huge online crowd trafficking on social medial platforms and the Web more generally. In fact the 
value of many internet-based businesses and social media platforms is contingent on the size and, critically, the 
intensity of the activity of their user base. Though a closer look at these developments is beyond the scope of this 
paper, they do indicate that the changing context of strategy we describe is indicative of wider social and eco-
nomic transformations. Big data as a label may stay or go, yet the processes we pinpoint are much more pro-
found and enduring. They signal the blurring of long established social and institutional divisions, whereby the 
distinction between organizations and their environments, characteristic of standard ways of understanding and 
running firms and organizations, is radically reframed.  
The changes we refer to in this paper therefore carry wider implications that transcend the context of strategy. If 
we are right then these changes concern the very nature of firms and organizations and their relations to indi-
viduals qua users, customers and clients, or citizens in the case of governments. In so doing, they recast man-
agement (including public management) as a field and social practice in a new context whose exact outlines still 
remain unclear (Yoo, 2013). Placed in such broader purview, strategy is never an isolated activity. It is rooted in 
organizational structures, established routines, labour divisions, industry relations and institutional solutions. It is 
also closely associated with longstanding conventions and methods mentioned above, whereby the division be-
tween internal and external environment of firms and organizations has been reproduced and reinforced.  
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In questioning standard maxims of strategy and the philosophy on which they are predicated, we offer an indirect 
critique of the rosy and often naively optimistic and ultimately rationalistic picture of the business role and func-
tions of big data. We have deliberately steered away from this rather simplistic construal of the relevant issues, 
characteristic of a great deal of the current literature on the subject (e.g., Davenport, 2014; Mayer-Schonberger 
and Cukier, 2013; Schmarzo, 2013). At the same time, we have sought to remain open to the wider significance 
of the phenomenon and its IS and organizational implications. Big data raises many challenges for organizations, 
communities and individuals. As a way of demonstrating some of these challenges, we have problematized the 
context of strategy making. Viewed as an emblematic activity of standard organizational forms predicated on 
boundary maintenance and long-term trends and relationships, strategy is becoming one of the battlefields 
through which key trends associated with big data manifest. Making long-term choices becomes a tricky issue in 
a world dominated by the short-term concerns (Kallinikos, 2009) and saturated by the impulses, trivialities and 
notorious shifts of everydayness. 
As far as we know, ours is the first systematic effort to produce an anatomy of the attributes of big data that ties 
the phenomenon to longstanding traditions of data collection and use for commercial and other institutional 
purposes. Data practices or techniques, organizational activities and forms have historically been linked to one 
another (Beniger, 1986; Kallinikos, 2006; Yates, 1989; Zuboff, 1988). Central organizational operations and 
structural attributes have been closely associated with established practices and techniques of information collec-
tion, processing and use. The recognition of this fundamental fact prompts, we suggest, the careful examination 
of the ways in which the distinctive profile of big data may reconfigure the link between data practices, eco-
nomic activities and organization forms.  
Unsurprisingly, some of the properties of big data we discuss in this paper have earlier been noted in the litera-
ture. However, the assembly of the heterogeneous, unstructured, agnostic, trans-semiotic nature of big data 
marked by short time value into a distinctive profile that carries important organizational implications is, as far 
we know, a novel contribution. The significance of that synthetic profile emerges more clearly against the his-
toric background of data practices and cognitive methods and habits by which corporations, states and state ag-
encies have sought to describe and control economic actions and outcomes. There is no way to appreciate the 
business, organizational and institutional impact of big data in depth, without meticulous attention to the central-
ized principles of data organization that have been characteristic of modern organizations, and the practices such 
principles have fostered (Beniger, 1986; Porter, 1995; Zuboff, 1988). This requires an open and interrogative 
attitude towards the possible novelties introduced by big data and the range of trade-offs that may emerge as the 
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phenomenon diffuses throughout economy and society. We do not wish to dismiss other studies that focus on the 
immediate gains that big data could bring to people or organizations. Yet the limitations of such studies emerge 
clearly against the complexity of data and information practices and their social and institutional correlates. 
 
The reality of big data 
There are several other serious issues concerning the diffusion of big data that are worth revisiting as a way of 
concluding our paper. One pivotal issue concerns the relationship between descriptions of reality that are based 
on aggregate data and context sensitivity, a fundamental issue in IS research but also in social science at large 
(Ekbia et al., 2014; Floridi, 2012).  
Big data does not simply enable capturing events, states or conditions that would have otherwise evaded atten-
tion. There is no way to be all embracing and comprehensive without compromising variety, richness or com-
plexity. There is no magic in what big data accomplishes. Aggregate descriptions become possible only through 
abstraction from the messiness of life and contextual detail. The higher the degree of aggregation is, the wider 
tends to become the richness or variety that is thereby compromised. This is, of course, a problem intrinsic to all 
statistical, or otherwise standardized, aggregate descriptions of reality (Desrosières, 1998). Yet big data, we 
suggest, accentuates that ever-present problem and reawakens the ghost of abstract or generic descriptions that 
may carry dubious social relevance (Porter, 1995; Desrosières, 1998). This is a fundamental issue that needs, at 
the very least, to remain open to critical scrutiny and cross-disciplinary debate. One gets a glimpse of the gravity 
of the problem by linking big data to the 2008 mortgage-originated financial crisis. While that crisis constitutes a 
complex and multidimensional issue, it can to a certain degree be attributed to the vague and, in many respects, 
misleading descriptions of reality mediated by the aggregate data, at the heart of the entire institutional apparatus 
of creating and trading financial instruments (Kallinikos, 2013).   
A further extension of this problematic takes us at another thorny problem; namely, the relationship between the 
standardized or aggregate descriptions of reality afforded by big data and long established habits and forms of 
social interaction and communication. Social media platforms have often been seen as important means of soci-
ality and community building. To a certain degree this is true. However, it is also important to recognize that the 
ways by which humans interact on social media platforms and the Web are heavily mediated by large amounts of 
user data aggregated and computed automatically with the aim of recommending links to persons and, in com-
mercial sites, to products and services. This computed identity and sociality has by and large remained outside 
the purview of critical research and, certainly, beyond the picture of big data commonly celebrated for its im-
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mense business opportunities. As nicely described by Van Dijck (2013:12) “ ‘making the web social’ in reality 
means ‘making sociality technical’ ”. Some of these issues have occasionally been subsumed under the label of 
algorithmic power (e.g., Gillespie, 2014). Yet algorithms alone cannot capture the complex edifice of technolo-
gies and operations in which big data is embedded. Though certainly important, algorithms are the last step in a 
complex chain of data operations, data structures and architectures that harvest and make data available for ag-
gregation and computation. Algorithms without data are just a mathematical fiction.  
 
Social data versus big data 
Do we equate big data with social data? There certainly are other ways of capturing and disseminating large 
amounts of data than those social media platforms enable to which we have made occasional references in this 
paper. These include sensor-generated data, log records, RFID systems, camcorders and CCTV; they also entail 
more elaborate information-based solutions of careful and deliberate aggregation of various registers or records 
into common data pools. Examples are again provided by data pools derived from different financial transac-
tions; or credit card records, shopping records or medical records of various kinds. There is no doubt that these 
trends are part and parcel of the picture commonly subsumed under the label of big data (Aaltonen and Tempini, 
2014; Bhimani and Willcocks, 2014; Ekbia et al., 2014; Kallinikos, 2013).  
And yet our observations suggest that much of the distinctive mark of big data derives from the social arrange-
ments and mechanisms through which social media platforms afford the production and distribution of large 
amounts of data via massive, heterogeneous and dispersed user activity. User generated content, tracking of user 
whereabouts, modes of online socializing and the data they produce provide much of the distinctive mark of the 
age of big data. Short of these ways of capturing, sharing and using data, big data loses much of its characteristic 
flavour. It tends to become predominantly an issue of volume (boyd and Crawford, 2012; Van Dijck, 2013) pos-
sible to deal with by recourse to standard statistical ways of processing large and structured records. Social me-
dia platforms and social data introduce a qualitative break with these old and venerable methods of resourcing 
and processing large amounts of data. It is the massive online capturing of everydayness, the tweaks and trivial 
concerns of online crowds and the different social and institutional habits they embody that set social data apart 
from other modes of recording social events. It is equally the methods and techniques through which unstruc-
tured, ephemeral and trans-semiotic data call for analysis, relevance and meaning making. It is in big data qua 
social data that much of the novelty and reforming potency of the trends subsumed under the label of big data 
reside. 
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Does the stress we put on aggregation, standardization and abstraction deny the personalization, individualiza-
tion and re-contextualization possibilities big data offers? In commercial activities, technologies that ride on 
large records made of aggregated individual choices (such as recommender systems and CRM systems) enable 
the extraction of insights on individual behaviour and the development of personalized services. Similarly, af-
finities between individuals, worked out through aggregation and computing capacity, enable the development 
and enactment of local or contextualized social relationships that would have otherwise not been possible (Van 
Dijck, 2013). Other examples may be provided by medical facts possible to extract out of large data pools 
through comparisons of records of individuals, communities or regions and apply them to particular cases. In all 
these instances, aggregation is just the ascending step in a far more elaborate sequence of steps by means of 
which knowledge and insight produced by data comparison (aggregation) are recycled to individuals and com-
munities (Borgmann, 1999; Kallinikos, 2006; 2013; Zuboff, 1988) in the form of particularizing descriptions and 
solutions.  
If achieved, these social goals and objectives no doubt show the potency of big data and the great contribution it 
can make to social life. But these benign prospects do not eliminate the risks of aggregation described above and 
the cognitive and social habits underlying the lumping up of different facets of reality. These debates on the pros 
and cons of aggregation, standardization and abstraction have a long precedent in social sciences, as the monu-
mental book of Alain Desrosières, The Politics of Large Numbers: A History of Statistical Reasoning, we fre-
quently referred to in this paper demonstrates. We want to keep them afresh and on the forefront, all the more so 
against the background of the utter simplicity with which the debate on big data is often conducted. Big data 
raises new issues but also reframes and occasionally reasserts the significance of old and rather vexed human 
questions. In a recent paper, Ekbia et al. (2014) nicely capture the way we should look at the broader picture of 
issues and questions related to big data. Framing them as dilemmas, they go on to note that: 
‘Some of these dilemmas are novel, arising from the unique phenomena and issues that have recently em-
erged due to the deepening penetration of the social fabric by digital information, but many of them are the 
reincarnation of some of the erstwhile questions and quandaries in scientific methodology, epistemology, 
aesthetics, ethics, political economy and elsewhere.’ 
As a way of concluding, we restate that big data is part and parcel of wider developments that concern contem-
porary patterns of living on and off the Web. These in turn are closely associated with the ways by which infor-
mation is generated, made available or shared, and information-based services are produced and consumed. To a 
certain degree, individuals, communities and organizations will be able to draw on this data to improve their 
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choices and operations, including strategy making and strategy implementation as much of the mushrooming 
literature on big data claims. In yet other, important and fundamental ways that we sought to pinpoint in this 
paper, these developments keep on redefining the relationships between organizations and their environments 
(including individuals qua customers, consumers or users) that have been variously supported by older, estab-
lished and usually centralized data and information practices. These issues need systematic research beyond the 
limelight of the hype.  
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